
Whatwas here?
The landscape at Harrold Odell has
been greatly influenced by man.
Arguably the greatest influence has
been the impact of quarrying.

Quarrying in this area began in 1951
and came to and end in 1979. The
attraction for the quarry companies
was the sand and gravel along the
river valley of the Great Ouse
and abroad.

Background
What is here now?
Other Benefits
Today most visitors to the country park enjoy
the peace and tranquillity that quarrying has
helped to create without ever realising that the
whole area was once a large industrial site on
the doorstep of Harrold and Odell villages.
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The most obvious evidence of the quarrying
are the two large holes left after the extrac-
tion of the sand and gravel. These now form
Kingfisher and Grebe lakes. These would
have been partially filled with water during
quarrying and would have provided some
wildlife benefits long before the site was
restored. People who knew the site in this
period can remember sand martins nesting
when it was a working quarry.  

Quarrying at Harrold Odell

A view of what is now Kingfisher Water taken
in the 1960s. This show the various quarrying
buildings. Photo ©2010 Beds CC
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View from the quarry workings taken in 1968. This is looking West, across what was to becoem Kingfisher water. Labels show approximate positions 
of present day features. Photo ©2010 Beds CC

The lakes themselves are fished by a local club and
are ever popular with schools and other groups for
activities as diverse as pond dipping and practising
fire service life saving procedures. 

Where the gravel was washed has left areas of poor
soil that favour some unusual plants including the
Bedfordshire County flower - the bee orchid. The
nature reserve itself, with the mounds and ditches
left after quarrying had stopped is an important wet
woodland habitat - not common in Bedfordshire.
The floods that spread into the low lying ground
in here remain long after the floods have receded
and support a range of dragonfly species. Wildlife 
continues to recolonise and the park continues to 
change - shortly after the 
country park was created 
the nature reserve looked 
like the photo right. 
If you can find the same 
sign now (along the 
bridleway) you will see 
very different trees and 
plants which have grown 
over the last 30 years.

Even in 1968, while quarrying continued, the area
was identified as a potential country park.
Documents from 1980 proposing that the council
buy the site from the quarry company describe
this as 'most important in Bedfordshire for birds'.
Quarrying had only stopped the year before.

The legacy of the quarry has provided other
benefits. One is the shelterbelt along the Carlton
Road originally planted to screen Harrold village
from the noise and dust of the quarry. This
now provides us with an area of woodland we
manage to encourage native wildlife. There are
a number of large elms in here that have so
far survived Dutch Elm Disease. It is also an
ideal location for the skate park and kick wall.

View of the quarry workings taken in the 1960s (above). 
Compare this with the photograph (below) of approximately
the same view, from the Public Bridelway, taken in 2010.
Photo ©2010 Beds CC

Before the Park was created

Public Bridlepath

Approximate area of
present day lakes.

Aerial view of
farmland taken
in 1947. This
was to become
the Country Park
©2010 Beds CC
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